
Which one should I buy?

It is about the kind of fun you wish to have with your
watercraft and the activities you want to use it for. It is
about personal choice.

The first step is to decide which activity you wish to use your
craft for. Let’s go through a list of some of the most
important factors (pros and cons) to consider.

SEAKART, JET
SKI OR RIB?

SEARIFIC MARINE DISTRIBUTION

Storage

Trailering

Launching

Reliability

Cleaning

Capacity

Tow Sports

Fishing

Range and 
Overnight

Family
Friendly

Performance

Safety

Medium price
and low costs

Higher price
and high costs

Fits in a garage Fits in a garage Harder due to
bigger size

Towable behind
most cars

Towable behind
most cars

Bigger car may
be needed

Easy to launch
single handed

Easy to launch
single handed

Variable on make
and quality

Very reliable 
due to Yamaha

engine and 
high quality

build

Variable on make
and quality

Easy, flush and 
clean after 

each use

Easy, flush
and 

clean after 
each use

Takes more 
time, but not at

each use
(personal pref.)

Max 3 people Max 5
people

Typically 
6-12 people

Optimal for 
watersports 
but limited 

storage for toys

Optimal for 
watersports, 

better storage 
for toys.
Flyboard 

compatible

Possible, but
exposed 
propeller

Possible but 
compromises

Easier than 
Jet Ski

Optimal due 
to more space

onboard
Better for short

trips
Better for longer

trips than
Jet ski

Better for 
longer trips

No Yes
Depends on 

design

High speed and
acceleration

High speed and
acceleration

Moderate / 
depends
on design

Low Same as RIB due 
to inflatable

collar

Section Jet Ski Seakart RIB / Boat

Costs Lower price
and costs

More difficult
depending

on boat

Depends on 
design

Conclusion:
Clearly, the decision to buy a Seakart, jet ski or a RIB goes beyond a simple consideration of
price tags, sizes and fun.  Every single factor to be considered - comes down to personal choices.
The Seakart has been designed to bridge the gap between Jet Ski's and boats
combining fun with functionality.


